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OVERVIEW OF RECOMMENDER
SYSTEMS
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Recommender Systems
Recommender systems have emerged as a key enabling
technology for ecommerce.
– Virtual experts that are keenly aware of a customer’s preferences.
– They are used to ﬁlter vast amounts of data in order to iden5fy
informa5on that is relevant to a user.

Recommender system

Recommendation
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Data sources
• Informa5on about the items:
– Product descrip5ons, product speciﬁca5ons, ar5cle content, media
aRributes, etc.

• Informa5on about the users:
– Proﬁle data such as demographic, social-economic, and behavioral
informa5on.
– Social/trust networks; either implicit or explicit.

• Transac5onal informa5on:
– History of user-item purchases.
– Product ra5ngs, product reviews.
– Implicit vs. explicit informa5on.
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Problems & approaches
Recommenda7on problems
• Ra5ng predic5on
– Predict the ra5ng that a user will give to a
par5cular item.

Recommenda7on approaches
• Non-personalized methods
– Rule-based systems, popularity-based
models, methods based on global models.

• Top-N recommenda5on
– Iden5fy a set of items that the user will like.

• Cold-start recommenda5ons
– Compute recommenda5ons for previously
unseen users and/or items.

• Methods relying on a user’s historical
proﬁle
– Predic5ve models es5mated using a user’s
individual preferences.

• Group recommenda5ons
– Compute recommenda5ons that sa5sfy a
group of users.

• Assortment recommenda5ons

• Collabora5ve ﬁltering methods
– Approaches that leverage informa5on from
other users and items.

– Recommend an automa5cally constructed
assortment of items: e.g., vaca5on package,
ouYit, playlist.

• Context aware recommenda5ons.
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Collabora5ve Filtering (CF)
§ Derives recommenda5ons by exploi5ng the “wisdom
of the crowd”.
§ It can be viewed as an instance of mul5-task learning
and transfer learning.
§ It is the most prominent approach today:
Used by large, commercial e-commerce sites.
Well-understood, various algorithms and varia5ons exist.
Applicable in many domains (book, movies, DVDs, ..).
It can operate both in a content agnos5c and content
aware seang.
– It can handle both explicit and implicit preference
informa5on.
–
–
–
–
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Overview of CF methods
• User-, item-, and graph-based neighborhood
methods.
– Lazy learners.

• Methods that use various machine learning
approaches to learn a predic5ve model from historical
data.
–
–
–
–
–

Latent-space models based on matrix/tensor comple5on.
Linear and non-linear mul5-regression models.
Probabilis5c models.
Auto-encoder-based neural networks.
….
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2.3.1 User-Based Rating Prediction
User-based neighborhood recommendation methods predict the rating rui of a user
u for a new item i using the ratings given to i by users most similar to u, called
nearest-neighbors. Suppose we have for each user v ¤ u a value wuv representing
the preference similarity between u and v (how this similarity can be computed will
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Fig. 2.1 A “toy example” showing the ratings of four users for five movies
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Key assump5ons:

• Items belong into
(overlapping) groups that
elicit similar likes/dislikes.
• Users’ preferences remain
stable and consistent over
5me.

The basic technique:

– Given Eric (“ac5ve user”) and Titanic (“ac5ve item”) that Eric has not yet
seen.
– Find a set of items (nearest neighbors) that Eric already rated such that
other users liked each of them in a similar fashion as they liked Titanic.
– Use Eric’s ra5ngs on these items to predict how much Eric will like Titanic.

For top-N, do this for every unrated item and return the N items with
the highest predicted ra5ng.
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Item-based nearest-neighbor (2)
• Item-based methods pre-compute and store the k
most similar other items for each item.
• The predic5on scores are es5mated using only those
most similar items.
r̂ui = f (ru: , s:i )
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• Similari5es: cosine, Jaccard, correla5on coeeﬁcient,
condi5onal probability, …
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Low-rank matrix approxima5on
The ra5ng matrix can be approximated as the
product of two low-rank matrices:

This low-rank decomposi5on can be used to
compute the ra5ngs for unseen items as:

r̂ui =

0
pu q i
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Interpreta5on of latent factors
There is a low dimensional feature space (whose
dimensionality is the rank of the decomposi5on) on which
both
users and
items can beview
embedded in.
Latent
variable
Latent factor models
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• The item vector can be
thought of as capturing how
much of each of the latent
features the item possess.
• The user vector can be
thought of as capturing the
user’s preference for these
latent features.
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Latent factors via matrix comple5on
• Es5mate the latent factor matrices based only on the
observed entries of the matrix.
R
P

Q

P,Q

=

(rui
(u,i)

pu qi )2 .

• This is a non-convex op5miza5on problem and can
converge to a local minima.
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Improving accuracy of latent factor models
The performance of the ra5ng predic5on can be
improved by
– Explicitly modeling global, user, and item biases
• Biases: the baseline/expected ra5ngs for all items by all users, for the
items rated by a user, and for the users for a given item.

– Reducing model over-ﬁang via regulariza5on:

P,Q,µ,b∗

=

!

(u,i)∈Ω

(rui − µ − bu − bi − pu qi′ )2 + λ(µ + ||b∗ ||22 + ||P ||2F + ||Q||2F ).

u

i

r̂ui = µ + bu + bi + pq
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Recent trends
• The boundaries between tradi5onal neighbor and
latent factor models have become less separated.
• Neighbor schemes rely on the latent space to
compute item-item similari5es.
R ≈ P Q′ ,

(i, j) = qi qj′ .

• Latent factoriza5on methods rely on similar items to
derive a latent representa5on of a user.
r̂ui

⎛

⎞

#
1
= µ + bu + bi + ⎝ α
rui qj ⎠ qi′ .
|U|
j∈U
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A SMALL DETOUR
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Chemical gene5cs (genomics)
Chemical Gene,cs (Genomics): The research ﬁeld that is designed to discover and synthesize
protein-binding small organic molecules that can alter the func5on of all the proteins and use
them to study biological systems.
(Na5onal Ins5tute of General Medical Sciences)

• Chemical gene5cs is a promising approach for studying
biological systems.
• It has a number of key advantages over approaches
based on molecular gene5cs:
–
–
–
–
–

small molecules can work rapidly,
their ac5on is reversible,
can modulate single func5ons of mul5-func5on proteins,
can disrupt protein-protein interac5ons, and
if the target is pharmaceu5cal relevant, it can lead to the
discovery of new drugs.
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RS & CG – Data similari5es
Target-ligand ac7vity matrix

User-item ra7ng matrix

Ligand-intrinsic informa5on
• chemical structure,
pharmacophores, etc.

Item-intrinsic informa5on
• descrip5ons, content,
speciﬁca5on, aRributes, etc.

Target-intrinsic
informa5on
• sequence,
structure,
homology,
etc.

User-intrinsic
informa5on
• proﬁle,
social
network,
etc.

Ac5vity informa5on
• IC50, dose-response, etc.

Transac5on informa5on
• ra5ng, view, review, etc.
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RS & CG – Similar problems
• Ac5vity predic5on
=> Ra5ng predic5on
• Secondary screening library design
=> Top-N recommenda5on
• Library design for a novel target
=> Cold-start recommenda5on
• De novo compound design
=> Assortment recommenda5on
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RS & CG – Similar principles
• Ligand binding is a process that involves:
– Structure of protein’s binding site and the structure of the ligand.
– Non-covalent interac5ons between the atoms of the protein’s
binding site and that of the ligand.

• As a result:
– The same ligand will bind to similar targets.
– Similar ligands will bind to the same target.
– Similar ligands will bind to similar targets.

• These are the same principles and assump5ons behind
recommender systems.
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RS & CG – Similar methods
• Target-speciﬁc Structure-Ac5vity
Rela5onship (SAR) models.
– The biological ac5vity of a chemical
compound is mathema5cally
expressed as a func5on of its
chemical structure.

• Chemogenomic approaches.
– Proteins of the same family tend to
bind to ligands with certain common
characteris5cs.

• Mul5-task learning approaches.
– Models that es5mate rela5ons
between protein- and ligand-derived
features.

• Personalized content-based
recommender systems.
– The user’s past transac5ons are
used to derive content-based
models for like/dislike predic5on.

• Cluster-based recommender
systems.
– Content-based models for similar
groups of users.

• Collabora5ve ﬁltering approaches
with side informa5on.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ITEMBASED APPROACHES
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Es5ma5ng the similarity matrix
Goal:
Instead of using a pre-determined func5on to compute the item-item
similari5es, “learn” them directly from the data.

Learning problem formula5on:
Es5mate a linear model to predict each item based on the historical
informa5on of the other items.
wi

i
R
i

r:i

R¬i

n

(m

r:i
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i

i

R
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wi

1
||r:i
2
i

R¬i wi ||2 +

(wi ) .

R

S
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SLIM – Sparse Linear Method
• The model (S) is es5mated as:

S

1
||R RS||2F + ||S||2F + ||S||1
2
2
S 0
(S) = 0

This is a Structural Equa5on
Model (SEM) with no
exogenous variables.
It can also be viewed as a
network inference model.

• Good performance is open achieved with 50-200 non-zeros per column.
– Low storage requirements and low recommenda5on 5me.

• The model can be es5mated eﬃciently:
–
–
–
–

Each column of S can be computed independently.
The solu5on of a column can “warm start” other similar columns.
Regulariza5on space can be explored eﬃciently.
Item neighbors can be used for ini5al “feature” selec5on and restrict sparsity
structure.
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SLIM – Performance
Hit Rate @ 10

Average Reciprocal Hit Rate
2 A Comprehensive Survey of Neighborhood-Based Recommendation Methods

by their “interestingness” to u. If the test set is built by randomly selecting,
user u, a single item iu of Iu , the performance of L can be evaluated with the
Reciprocal Hit-Rank (ARHR):

tp
Hit Rate (HR) @ N =
N

1
1 X
;
ARHR.L/ D
jUj
rank.iu ; L.u//
u2U
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where rank.iu ; L.u// is the rank of item iu in L.u/, equal to 1 if iu 62 L.u/.

SLIM – Long-tail performance
HR@10 in ML10M Long Tail
Ra5ng Distribu5on in ML10M

ARHR in ML10M Long Tail
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SLIM extensions
S

1
||R RS||2F + ||S||2F + ||S||1
2
2
S 0
(S) = 0

• Low-rank constraints on S as an alternate way to control
model complexity.
– Either via the product of two low rank matrices or by minimizing
the nuclear norm of S.

•
•
•
•
•

Incorpora5on of item side informa5on.
Incorpora5on of diﬀerent contexts.
Incorpora5on of temporal informa5on.
Higher-order regression models.
Fusion of global and local SLIM models.
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Factored similarity matrix
• SLIM (and tradi5onal item-item approaches)
cannot compute/learn rela5ons between pairs
of items that are not co-rated.

r:i

– The es5mated similari5es for such pair of items will
always be 0.

• They cannot produce meaningful
recommenda5ons that rely on transi5vity
within the item-item similarity graph.

R

• Can lead to poor recommenda5ons, especially
for sparser datasets, in which there are few
pairs of co-rated items.
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FISM – Factored SLIM
!

P,Q

r̂ui =

X

1
β
T 2
||R − RP Q ||F + (||P ||2F + ||Q||2F )
2
2
ruj pj qiT

j2Ru

"

Since the overall problem is not convex, op5miza5on
and search over the regulariza5on space becomes
considerably more expensive.
Scalable approaches rely on SGD.

Percentage Improvement
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Learning from higher-order rela5ons
l

l

l

If a customer buys a certain group of items, they are more (or
less) likely to buy some other items.

The joint distribu5on of a set of items can be diﬀerent from
the distribu5ons of the individual items in the set.
Higher order models are needed to capture such rela5ons.
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HOSLIM—Higher-order SLIM
• Key Idea: Use frequent itemsets to capture higher order rela5ons.
• Two-step approach:
– Given a user-item purchase matrix R, ﬁnd all frequent itemsets and
create a user-itemset matrix Rf.
– Learn two similarity matrices S and Sf that capture item-item and
itemset-item rela5ons.

• Predict new items by combining informa5on from S and Sf.
Model es5ma5on:
S

1
||R
2
S

Predic5on:

RS

Rf S f ||2F +

0, S f 0,
(S) = 0,

sfji = 0

f f
r̂ui = ru: s:i + ru:
s:i

2

(||S||2F + ||S f ||2F ) + (||S||1 + ||S f ||1 )

i

Ij
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HOSLIM performance

Considerable gains can be obtained for
datasets that have such
characteris5cs.
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One model does not ﬁt all
• In item-based methods, personaliza5on occurs based
on the items that the user has previously acted on.
– The “recommenda5ons” that these items trigger are not
speciﬁc to each user but are global.

• BeRer performance can poten5ally be achieved by
having user-speciﬁc item-based models.
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GLSLIM – Fusion of global and local SLIM models
S

S1

r̂ui =

!

j∈Ru

S2

"
#
cu
ruj gu sji + (1 − gu )sji

user’s
membership

S,S 1 ,...,S K ,c,g

1
2
S

(rui

r̂ui )2 +

ui

2

(||S||2F +
k

local
model

global
model

||S k ||2F ) + (||S||1 +

k

||S k ||1 )

0, S k 0
k = 1, . . . , K,
(S) = 0,
(S k ) = 0
k = 1, . . . , K,

u, 0 gu 1,
u, cu {1, . . . , K}.

Op5mized using alternate op5miza5on between solving for the various SLIM models
and solving for the clustering and user membership.
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GLSLIM – Fusion of global and local SLIM models

Improvement of GL-SLIM over SLIM
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GLSLIM – Fusion of global and local SLIM models

Smart ini5aliza5on reduces the number of itera5ons but does not signiﬁcantly impact
the ﬁnal solu5on.
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WRAPPING UP
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Current state of the art
• Ra5ng predic5on
– Factoriza5on-based approaches are highly eﬀec5ve:
• Good predic5on performance, fast training 5me, they can incorporate
side informa5on, diverse objec5ves, etc.

• Top-N recommenda5on methods
– No clear winning strategy has emerged.
• Item-based methods outperform signiﬁcantly more sophis5cated
methods.

– There is signiﬁcant ongoing research on ranking loss
func5ons.
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Scaling up
• Es5mate only item factors from a subset of users &
compute user factors on the ﬂy.
• Warm-start the search over the regulariza5on space:
– For MF use SVD to eliminate bad local minima.
– For SLIM use previous solu5ons and/or solu5ons for similar
items.

• Sample the users. The goal is to get a reliable set of
item-based models:
– Item factors or item-item models.
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Future direc5ons
• Deep personaliza5on
– Context, loca5on, 5me, etc.

• Behavior steering
– Acquiring taste, modeling state, future beneﬁts, etc.

• Content crea5on
– Package recommenda5on, ar5cle genera5on, etc.

• Live evalua5ons
– Open A/B tes5ng plaYorms.
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Final words…
• Recommender systems have extensive applica5ons.
– Both commercial, scien5ﬁc, and societal applica5ons.

• There are already high-quality sopware
implementa5ons of many of these algorithms.
– They can be used as is, or used to quickly experiment with
new modeling approaches and data sources.

• Mul5-task learning underlies many of the learning
methods.
– A very ac5ve area of research with broad applica5ons.

• The ﬁeld is ripe for new methodological advances that
will get us to the next level.
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